Waivers of attempts are available to students that experienced extenuating circumstances during their written evaluations. Students are required to provide supporting documentation regarding the waiver.

For a preliminary assessment of whether you qualify for a waiver of attempt, please email CASB’s Director, Learning Centre Operations at sukaina.rashid@casb.com.

All students that transition from the CASB program to the CPA program must complete Module Zero.

** All students that transition from the CASB program to the CPA program must complete Module Zero.

Students are eligible for a waiver of attempt if:
- Has the student successfully completed CASB Module 1 and Module 2?
- Has the student successfully completed CASB Module 3?
- Has the student successfully completed CASB Module 4?
- Has the student successfully completed CASB Module 5 or UFE PREP?
- Has the student successfully completed the UFE?

Is the student eligible for a waiver of attempt?*

CPA, CA designation – if CASB practical experience requirements are not achieved, the student can bridge to the CPA practical experience requirements.

Student is ineligible for transition – will need to reapply to the CPA Program.